An estimated 300 to 400 migrants reportedly arrived in Sirt, coming from Ejdabia, Aljufra and Sebha. Some were reported to be looking for job opportunities, whereas others were planning to continue their journey to other destinations.

BENGHAZI
Approximately 990 migrants reportedly arrived in Benghazi in January 2019 looking for work opportunities.

DERNA
The security situation in most neighbourhoods of Derna remained stable during the reporting period, except the old city. In January, an additional 185 individuals were reported to have returned to Derna, and their reported needs include food, NFIs, protection and medicine.

HRAWA
An estimated 50 to 150 migrants arrived in Hrawa; some were looking for job opportunities whereas others planned to continue their journey to other destinations.

SIRT
An estimated 300 to 400 migrants reportedly arrived in Sirt, coming from Ejdabia, Aljufra and Sebha. Some were reported to be looking for job opportunities, whereas others were planning to continue their journey to other destinations.

SUQ ALKHAMEES
Approximately, 600 families were reported to have left their homes in Suq Alkhavees, Alasaba and Qasr Bin Gasheer due to clashes South of Tripoli in mid-January 2019. Following the end of hostilities on 23 January, the families reportedly returned to their homes as the security situation stabilized.

TARHUNA
Approximately 130 families from Tarhuna were displaced to other neighbourhoods within the municipality due to the clashes in southern Tripoli in mid-January. Some of the displaced families were reported to be staying with their relatives whereas others were staying with unrelated families amongst the host community; reportedly, most families returned following the end of hostilities.

The Event Tracker is part of IOM Libya's Displacement Tracking Matrix (DTM) programme. DTM is a suite of tools that provide a comprehensive articulation of Libya's mobility patterns. The Event Tracker is a biweekly tool collecting and triangulating information on the whole of Libya on any incidents related to IDPs, returnees and migrants, especially in regards to large population movements updates on border closures and new routes. For more information visit: [www.globaldtm.info/libya](http://www.globaldtm.info/libya).

Disclaimer: DTM's Event Tracker is sourced through DTM staff and partners and is triangulated with data collected through DTM’s Flow Monitoring and Mobility Tracking components. All data reported in the Event Tracker is considered as reported and is validated in all final reports published by Flow Monitoring and Mobility Tracking.